Italy
9 Day Itinerary

Day
DAY 1

Events

Details / Est. Cost

Arrive in Rome, Italy

https://www.google.com/flights/

-train to hotel - Express train (€14 per person). The
Leonardo Express train is a non-stop service between FCO
and Rome Termini (the main station). Trains depart every
half hour from 6:23 to 23:23, and the trip takes 32 min. It
is the most popular way to transit to central Rome so can
get very busy.

HOTEL
Hotel Impero
Via Del Viminale 19, Central Station, 00184 Rome, Italy
Featuring free WiFi throughout the property, Hotel Impero
offers accommodations in Rome. Guests can enjoy the onsite bar. Each room is equipped with a private bathroom
Santa Maria Maggiore is 1,300 feet from Hotel Impero,
and Piazza Barberini is 0.4 miles from the property.
Ciampino Airport is 9 miles away.
Central Station is a great choice for travelers interested in
history, architecture and sightseeing.
Italy,
Rome

Welcome to Rome
Rome is the capital of Italy and a special comune (named
Comune di Roma Capitale). Rome also serves as the
capital of the Lazio region. With 2,874,558 residents in
1,285 km2 (496.1 sq mi),[1] it is also the country's most
populated comune. It is the fourth-most populous city in
the European Union by population within city limits. It is
the centre of the Metropolitan City of Rome, which has a
population of 4.3 million residents.[2] Rome is located in
the central-western portion of the Italian Peninsula, within
Lazio (Latium), along the shores of the Tiber. The Vatican
City is an independent country inside the city boundaries
of Rome, the only existing example of a country within a
city: for this reason Rome has been often defined as capital
of two states.
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Rome's history spans 28 centuries. While Roman
mythology dates the founding of Rome at around 753 BC,
the site has been inhabited for much longer, making it one
of the oldest continuously occupied sites in Europe.[5] The
city's early population originated from a mix of Latins,
Etruscans and Sabines. Eventually, the city successively
became the capital of the Roman Kingdom, the Roman
Republic and the Roman Empire, and is regarded as the
birthplace of Western civilisation and by some as the first
ever metropolis.[6] It was first called The Eternal City
(Latin: Urbs Aeterna; Italian: La Città Eterna) by the
Roman poet Tibullus in the 1st century BC, and the
expression was also taken up by Ovid, Virgil, and Livy.[7][8]
Rome is also called the "Caput Mundi" (Capital of the
World).
If time do this
on Day 1
otherwise
plan for Day 2

The Coliseum is considered the world’s most famous
amphitheatre and was the scene of many gory and
gruesome gladiator fights over two millennia ago. As the
centre of entertainment for the ancient Romans it has seen
many epic contests and its walls could tell a thousand
stories. Explore this ancient ruin and walk through the
tunnels around this impressive site, learning of both the
ancient Roman Empire, its hierarchy system and the Rome
they left in its legacy.

http://bit.ly/2oXI0c9

Address: Piazza del Colosseo, 00184 Rome
Nearest Metro: Colosseo (Metro B)
Visit duration: 2 hours
DAY 2

Tour Rome - The Roman Forum is the ancient city of
Rome and any visit to this historic site is a must-do on your
trip. This breath-taking collection of ancient ruins used to
be a busy marketplace bustling with traders, alongside
fantastic churches and arches which made up the structure
of their city. Up on the Palatine Hill you can look down on
this historic forum and walk around the grounds, aviaries
and Imperial Palace.
Address: Via di San Gregorio, 30 - 00184 Rome
Nearest Metro: Colosseo (Metro B)
Visit duration: 2 hours

Activities to
choose from

The Pantheon, meaning ‘relating to the gods, is one of the
most historic buildings in Rome, built in 118 AD on the
request of Emperor Hadrian. The most iconic features of
the building is its circular portico, or open ceiling. It’s a
feat of outstanding architectural engineering and its
considered the best preserved of all Ancient Roman
buildings. It’s a working church to this day so you can visit
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either to worship or to witness the impressive site for
yourself.
Address: Piazza della Rotonda, 00186 Roma
Nearest Bus/Tram: Largo Argentina
Visit duration: Less than 1 hour

DAY 3

Activities to
choose from

http://bit.ly/2oXI0c9

Visit the Vatican City -St Peter’s Basilica is one of the
most recognisable landmarks in Rome for its huge dome
and brilliant marble façade. This religious historic building
is the largest church in Rome and has become a place of
global pilgrimage. Step inside to admire the stunning
sculptures and architecture of this vast church, from the
famous baroque Baldacchino to the huge dome. You can
also climb the steps up the dome for one of the most
breath-taking views over Rome from right at the top.
Address: Piazza San Pietro, Vatican City
Nearest Metro: Ottaviano-S.Pietro-Musei Vaticano
(Metro A line)
Visit duration: 2 hours

http://bit.ly/2oXI0c9

Sistine Chapel and Vatican Museums
You cannot miss the Vatican Museums during your visit to
Rome. This huge national attraction welcomes millions of
visitors a year and has miles of art, sculptures, tapestries
and mosaics on show by some of the most famous Italian
artists in history. A must is the Sistine Chapel with its
ceiling fresco, The Last Judgement. See the work of
Michelangelo for yourself and learn about Papal history
through this fascinating museum.

http://bit.ly/2oXI0c9

Address: Viale Vaticano, 00165 Roma
Nearest Metro: Ottaviano-S.Pietro-Musei Vaticano
(Metro A line)
Visit duration: 4 hours
The Trevi Fountain is one of the best examples of
Baroque architecture and sculpture in all of Rome.
Completed in 1762, it measures an impressive 26.3 metres
high and 49.15 metres wide making it the one of the most
famous fountains in the world. It’s custom to throw in a
coin with your right hand over your left shoulder to ensure
you’ll return to Rome!
Address: Piazza di Trevi, 00187 Roma
Nearest Metro: Barberini (Metro line A)
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Visit duration: less than 1 hour
The Ara Pacis is a stunning historic alter dedicated to Pax,
the Roman Goddess of Peace. Built in 13 BC it was
commissioned by the Roman Senate to honour the return
of Augustus. If you look closely at the intricate engravings
they symbolise an Augustan vision of Roman civil religion.
The alter was originally located a Roman mile from the
pomerium on the west side of Via Flaminia before
undergoing a restoration and recovery in the Renaissance
times to 1938 when it was moved to its current location.

http://bit.ly/2oXI0c9

Address: Lungotevere in Augusta, 00186 Roma
Nearest Metro: Spagna (Metro line A)
Visit duration: less than 1 hour
More
Activities to
choose from

The Spanish Steps are some of the most renowned steps
in the world, linking Piazza di Spagna to Piazza Trinità dei
Monti. An impressive 135 steps to climb will give you an
incredible terracotta coloured cityscape over the rooftops
of Rome and down into the square with its baroque
fountain, called ‘Fountain of the ugly boat’ – and you’ll see
why! Designed by Francesco de Sanctis they were
completed in 1725 and have been a must-see site in Rome
http://bit.ly/2oXI0c9
ever since.
Address: Piazza di Spagna, 00187 Roma
Nearest Metro: Spagna (Metro line A)
Visit duration: less than 1 hour

Piazza Navona is an iconic square in Rome built on the
site of the Stadium of Domitian which held competitive
games for the Roman’s entertainment. Now, it’s used as a
public space and is one of the most popular squares in the
city, lined with restaurants and bars, stalls and crafts. It’s
also exemplary of the Baroque architecture thanks to its
transformation in the mid-1600s. You can’t miss the
Fountain of the Four Rivers, by Bernini, with its imposing
obelisk at the other end of the square.
Address: Piazza Navona, 00186 Roma
Nearest Metro: Spagna (Metro line A)
Visit duration: less than 1 hour

DAY 4

Rome to Florence on the train
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